
Kotoko, Fusion Star
&quot;&quot;

 
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

{{Translation|Japanese}}
== Romanized Japanese ==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
hanbun dake na no?  RINGO wakeru mitai
soba ni isugite  kotae mitsukaranai

&quot;tokubetsu&quot; ni natte mitakatta
PAJAMA no mukou ni kakushita koi datta

hoshikuzu ni tsutsumareta eien no kono yoru ni
kanjirareru  kokoro wo tsunaide'ku nukumori
kore ijou  shiawase wo sagashidasenai kurai
kotoba yori mo hitomi de  hitotsuboshi ni narou

todoketakute  koyubi sotto fureta
kyou wa hitori de nemurenasasou de

koboresou na omoi ga mune de
namida ni kawaru no  kizukanai furi shite'ta

hoshikuzu no BEDDO e to mayoi naku dakiagete
yatto ieru  deaeta koto dake de shiawase
nanimokamo  sashidaseru  mujuuryoku no sekai e
tada hitori no anata to  hitotsuboshi ni nareru

hoshikuzu wa anata e to umareyuku ai no you ni
hirogatte'ku  uchuu no hate e  sono saki e to
ugokidasu HOROSUKOOPU  unmei ga aru no nara
ima kawashita kizuna de  hitotsuboshi ni narou
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
== English Translation ==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Only half?  It's like splitting an apple
Being beside you too much,  I can't find the answer

I wanted to be &quot;special&quot;
It was love hidden beyond the pajamas



In this eternal night wrapped in stardust
The warmth that ties our souls together can be felt
Unable to discover greater happiness,
With eyes rather than words, let's be the first star in the sky

Wanting to reach you I softly touched your pinky
Seemingly unable to fall asleep alone today

With feelings about to overflow in my heart
I was pretending not to realize them turning into tears

Lifted up without hesitation into a bed of stardust
I can finally say it, I'm happy just having met you
Towards a weightless world where I can offer everything,
With you alone I can become the first star in the sky

Stardust, like the love being born towards you,
Stretches to the end of space, even beyond that
The horoscope that begins; if there is fate,
Now with the bond we've exchanged, let's be the first star in the sky
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